We make PhD life easier for you

Library services for PhD students at the UG

> managing your references
refmanagement@rug.nl
rug.nl/library/refmanagement

> collecting, storing and sharing research data
dcc@rug.nl
rug.nl/dcc

> setting up an author identifier
orcid@rug.nl
rug.nl/orcid

> open access publishing
openaccess@rug.nl
rug.nl/openaccess

> dealing with copyright
copyright@rug.nl
rug.nl/copyright

> using open educational resources
oer-library@rug.nl
rug.nl/oer

> showcasing your research output via the UG research database
pure@rug.nl
rug.nl/pure

> demonstrating and enhancing your impact
rise@rug.nl
rug.nl/rise

> systematic reviews
eduteam-library@rug.nl
rug.nl/library/systematic-reviews

> check out our online support:
libguides.rug.nl/ivo/graduates
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Check out our workshops and online support:
  rug.nl/cmb/events

CMB Library Guides
  libguides.rug.nl/cmb
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